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Abstract
Focused ion beams are used to pattern GaAs(001) surfaces with an array of nanometer-deep
holes upon which deposition of InAs results in quantum dot formation at the hole location.
Experiments show that the size and quantity of quantum dots formed depend on growth
parameters, and ion dose, which affects the size and shape of the resulting holes. Quantum dots
fabricated in this fashion have a photoluminescence peak at 1.28 eV at 77 K, indicating that the
ion irradiation due to patterning does not destroy their optical activity. Kinetic Monte Carlo
simulations that include elastic relaxation qualitatively model the growth of dots in
nanometer-deep holes, and demonstrate that growth temperature, depth of the holes, and the
angle of the hole sidewalls strongly influence the number of quantum dots that form at their
perimeter.

(Some figures in this article are in colour only in the electronic version)

1. Introduction

The alignment of InAs quantum dots into regular and
dense arrays has been vigorously pursued for applications in
optoelectronics [1, 2] and cryptography [3, 4]. A variety
of schemes to control the nucleation locations of the dots
have been examined, ranging from standard lithographic
techniques [5–7] to atomic force lithography [8]. In situ
focused ion beam (FIB) patterning has the capability of
creating patterns on the order of a few hundred nanometers or
less, without the need for ex situ processing [9–11]. As such,
FIB patterning has emerged as a viable tool for the fabrication
of photonic and optoelectronic devices [12, 13]. In order to
make use of these patterns in device applications, the resulting
quantum dot arrays must be regular and uniform and retain
their optical activity. In this paper, we examine the effect of
the FIB patterning of GaAs substrates on the assembly of InAs
quantum dots and show that they luminesce. Experiments show
that the regularity of the resulting quantum dot arrays is most
strongly dictated by the fidelity of the initial pattern of holes.
A unique kinetic Monte Carlo simulation of the growth that
includes elastic relaxation of the lattice shows that the location,
size, and number of dots can be delicately tuned by controlling
the growth conditions and the geometry of patterned hole.

2. Experimental details

In vacuo FIB patterning was used to direct the self-assembly
of quantum dot arrays. Samples were grown using a molecular
beam epitaxy system on GaAs(001) substrates. Typical values
for growth rates were 0.75 monolayers s−1 (ML s−1) for Ga,
and 0.25 ML s−1 for In. Two different As4 fluxes, ∼1.0 and
∼2.2 ML s−1, were employed to give similar III/V flux ratios
while growing GaAs or InAs. All temperature measurements
were made by an optical pyrometer. After oxide desorption,
a 400 nm GaAs buffer layer was grown under the higher As4

flux at a substrate temperature of T = 580 ◦C. The sample
was then annealed at the growth temperature under a high
As4 flux and allowed to cool to room temperature under low
arsenic flux. When cool, the sample was transferred in vacuo
to the FIB patterning system. The FIB was employed to
pattern the GaAs substrate with arrays of holes with 200–
500 nm spacing. Each hole was dosed in a single pass with
a 30 keV, 7.5 pA beam using ion dwell times ranging from
400 μs � t � 1600 μs, which have predicted sputter
depths on the order of a few monolayers or less [14]. After
irradiation, samples were returned to the growth chamber and
the sample temperature was raised to T = 530 ◦C under low
As4 flux. Because the sample never left the vacuum system,
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Figure 1. AFM images of a GaAs buffer layer that has been
patterned with an array of holes spaced 250 nm apart and dosed with
a dwell time of 800 μs per hole, followed by annealing at
T = 530 ◦C under low As4 flux. The scale bar is 500 nm, and the
height scale in 3 nm.

Figure 2. Probability of finding a hole, single quantum dot, or
multiple quantum dots appearing at the intended location for a
2.0 ML-thick InAs film deposited at T = 530 ◦C for arrays with
periodicity of 140 nm (green triangle), 275 nm (red square), 500 nm
(black circle), and 550 nm (blue diamond).

issues often observed with regard to preferential oxidation of
ion-irradiated areas [15, 16] are circumvented. Thin layers of
InAs (1.7 ML < h < 2.4 ML) were deposited at T = 510 or
530 ◦C under a low arsenic flux while the surface had a c(4×4)

reconstruction according to reflection high energy electron
diffraction. Following growth, samples were quenched to

Figure 3. Plot of the feature (a) diameter and (b) height as a function
of dwell time for holes (open circles) and quantum dots (closed
circles).

room temperature under low As4 flux. The samples were
characterized ex situ using an atomic force microscope (AFM)
in tapping mode, using tips with a radius of curvature of 8 nm.

3. Results and discussion

Figure 1 shows an AFM image of a GaAs buffer layer that
has been patterned with an array of holes spaced 250 nm apart
and dosed with a dwell time of 800 μs per hole followed by
an anneal to T = 530 ◦C under low As4 flux. For this set of
patterning conditions, individual holes due to ion irradiation
are clearly observed that are 42 ± 13 nm in diameter and
1.7 ± 0.7 nm deep. The step structure of the substrate is
also resolved between the holes and is apparently unperturbed
by the patterning process. The hole size varies, and in some
instances no hole is visible at the expected location. The
probability of finding a hole at the intended location, which
we call the fidelity, increases as a function of ion dose (plotted
in figure 2) and approaches 1 for the highest dwell times
(1600 μs). The periodicity of the hole array does not affect
the probability of finding a dot at the intended location for this
set of irradiation conditions. The fact that at lower dwell times
the fidelity is not unity suggests that the hole formation process
has a stochastic component. Indeed, it has been shown that the
Ga+ ion beam initially injects point defects into the surface,
which then coalesce into either a hole or an annular ring upon
annealing [17]. It is possible that the beam conditions may still
be optimized in order to improve the probability that exposure
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Figure 4. AFM images of a 2.0 ML InAs film deposited at
T = 530 ◦C on GaAs upon hole arrays patterned 250 nm apart and at
dwell times of (a) 560 μs and (b) 1500 μs. The scale bar is 500 nm,
and the height scale is 10 nm in (a) and (b). The dotted circle in (b)
indicates the presence of a quantum dot next to the irradiated hole it
nucleated from.

to the ion beam will produce the desired feature with 100%
fidelity at lower dwell times. The size of the holes increases
with increasing dose. The open symbols in figure 3(a) show
that the diameter of the holes increases from 30 ± 10 to
40 ± 18 nm as the dwell time changes from 400 to 1600 μs.
The depth increases from 1.5 ± 1 to 4 ± 2 nm over the same
range in ion dose (open symbols in figure 3(b)). However, it
should be noted that when the holes become very narrow and
deep, AFM is limited in its ability to accurately measure their
true depth.

Growth of InAs upon these patterns results in the
formation of regular arrays of quantum dots with a separation
dictated by the dimensions of the pattern. Figures 4(a) and (b)
show AFM micrographs of a 2.0 ML InAs film deposited
at T = 530 ◦C upon hole arrays, patterned using various
dwell times, 560 μs (figure 4(a)) and 1500 μs (figure 4(b)).
In general, dots nucleate on the sites where the holes were
patterned, and the probability of having a single quantum dot
at the expected location increases with longer dwell time, as
shown in figure 2. In some instances, the hole is still visible
next to a quantum dot (circled in figure 4(b)). The probability
of the formation of a single dot is lower than that of a hole
for any given dwell time, but roughly follows the same slope.
There is also a non-zero probability of finding more than one
dot at the intended location, which increases somewhat with
increasing dwell time. The number of dots increases with dwell
time. A dwell time of 800 μs yields an average of 1.9 ± 0.9
dots, and a dwell time of 2000 μs yields an average of 5.8±1.2
dots, which were tabulated from AFM images of one sample
of 1.8 ML InAs grown at 510 ◦C on a FIB-irradiated surface
with holes spaced 560 nm apart. For any given dwell time, the
average quantum dot diameter is somewhat larger (64 ± 29 nm
at 800 μs) than the average hole diameter (42 ± 13 nm at
800 μs), and weakly increases with increasing ion dose (closed
symbols in figure 3).

The ratio of the height to the diameter of the FIB-
induced quantum dots is 0.25 regardless of the dwell time.
This compares favorably to reported aspect ratios of 0.24
and absolute sizes of quantum dots self-assembled without
patterning [18]. This data shows that the ion irradiation or

Figure 5. Photoluminescence spectra of FIB-modified surface. PL
was performed at 77 K at a power of 15 mW.

presence of any residual Ga+ from the ion beam has no effect
on the surface energy of the system, contrary to observations of
FIB-induced quantum dots in the SiGe system [19]. If the ion
beam did alter the surface energy, due to deposition of excess
Ga from the beam for instance, then the aspect ratio of the FIB-
induced islands would be expected to be different than self-
assembled islands.

Samples for micro-photoluminescence (PL) were also
grown to examine the optical activity of the FIB-directed
quantum dots. These samples were grown similar to those
described above, except a 10 period 2.5 nm GaAs/2.5 nm AlAs
superlattice was deposited prior to the quantum dot layer in
order to amplify the PL emission, followed by a 10 nm GaAs
spacer layer that was patterned by the FIB. The samples were
then placed back into the chamber, and 1.8 ML InAs was
deposited at T = 510 ◦C and capped with 10 nm GaAs. PL
measurements were made ex situ with the sample mounted in a
continuous-flow cryostat cooled to 77 K with liquid nitrogen.
A 532 nm continuous-wave pump laser was focused with a
50× objective lens onto the FIB-irradiated regions. A CCD
camera verified the laser beam, which had an estimated spot
size of 2.6 μm, interrogated the irradiated regions. The PL
signal was collected by the same objective lens, analyzed by
a 50 cm monochromator, and detected with a liquid nitrogen-
cooled InGaAs detector. An optical filter was placed at the
entrance slit of the monochromator to block any backscattered
pump light. Figure 5 shows that for an excitation power of
15 mW, there is quantum dot emission at 1.28 eV and emission
from the substrate and cladding layers at 1.5 eV. These results
are similar to those found for quantum dots assembled without
patterning. For example, regular self-assembled InAs quantum
dots had a PL emission at 1.21 eV at 2 K [20] and 7 K [21],
and at 1.3 eV for 80 K [22]. Mehta et al report similar
PL emission for FIB-induced quantum dots, with quantum
dot emission at 1.18 eV at 3 mW [23]. From these data we
conclude that FIB irradiation does not hinder the PL emission
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Figure 6. AFM image of a 1.8 ML-thick InAs film upon a pattern of
holes spaced 140 nm apart and exposed to the beam 1600 μs per
spot. The scale bar is 100 nm and the height scale is 15 nm.

of InAs quantum dots. The width of the peak is likely due to
the wide size distribution observed in these samples, which we
hope to control by optimizing the patterning process.

It is not surprising that these FIB-induced holes act as
nucleation sites in light of the fact that quantum dot formation
has been observed on mesa tops [21] and at step edges [24].
In these experiments, quantum dots are not observed away
from the pattern until a thickness of 2.2 ML, indicating
that the pattern lowers the critical thickness for quantum dot
formation [11]. In the case of the FIB-directed assembly
observed in these experiments, it is not uncommon for two or
three quantum dots to nucleate in the vicinity of a single hole,
as seen in the AFM images of figures 4(a) and (b), and the
plot in figure 2. The number of locations where at least one
quantum dots has formed is consistently less than the number
of holes observed for any given dwell time for these growth
conditions, suggesting that either some holes are annihilated
during the growth of the film, or the AFM is limited in its
detection of small dots within the holes. As with the hole
arrays, there is no observable effect of the periodicity of the

array on the probability of finding one or more dots at a given
location for these growth conditions.

The number of quantum dots per hole can be manipulated
by altering the growth conditions, namely lowering the growth
temperature. Figure 6 shows a high magnification AFM image
that shows the details of multiple dot nucleation. In this image,
the film is 1.8 ML-thick InAs deposited upon a pattern of
holes spaced 140 nm apart with a beam exposure of 1600 μs
per spot and a growth temperature of 510 ◦C. In this lower
temperature sample, many smaller dots nucleate at each hole.
This is not unexpected, as the nucleation rate is higher at
lower temperatures. Furthermore, the lower temperature film
is thinner further leading to many small quantum dots.

In order to investigate the nucleation of quantum dots in
response to patterned arrays of holes, we employ a kinetic
Monte Carlo (KMC) model of crystal growth that take elastic
relaxation of the lattice into account. We use a simple solid-
on-solid model [25–28] and assume that the migrating surface
adatoms are units of GaAs or InAs. In other words, we do not
take the effect of As overpressure into account. In this model
only surface atoms can move and the hopping rate associated
with the pth surface atom is denoted as rp. The hopping rate is
modeled as

rp = r0 exp[(−Ed − E + �W )/kBT ]

where Ed is the diffusion barrier for InAs on GaAs, kBT is
the thermal energy, r0 is the attempt frequency, and E is the
composite bonding energy term given by:

E = NGGγGG + NIGγIG + NIIγII − 5γIG,

NGG is the total number of GaAs–GaAs bonds between atom p
and its nearest and next nearest neighbors and the bond energy
is denoted as γGG. The quantities NIG, NII , γIG, and γII are
defined in an analogous way. (Note: for an isolated InAs atom
on a GaAs substrate E = 0.) The elastic energy W is given as:

�W = W ( with atom p) − W ( without atom p).

In our simulations we use a ball and spring model with springs
connecting nearest and next to nearest neighbors, with spring
constants kL and kD respectively. W is the total elastic energy
and computed by summing the energy of each spring. The
computation of �W is rather expensive; however one can
use the good approximation �W = 3

2wp, where wp is the

Figure 7. KMC simulation results as a function of deposition of InAs with the same growth parameters and starting morphology. The width
of the computational cell is 128 au.
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total energy of the springs connected to atom p which is
computationally faster. The system is then evolved using
rejection-free KMC [29]. After each atom hop the elastic
displacement field is updated. This is accomplished using
the expanding box method combined with a Fourier multigrid
method [28, 30–32].

In these calculations we take the strain of 7% of solid-
on-solid cubic crystal substrate (GaAs) and film (InAs), r0 =
2 × 1013 s−1, Ed = 1 eV, γGG = γIG = .18 eV, γII = .16 eV,
kL = 62 eV/a2, and kD = 30 eV/a2. The values for γGG,
γIG, γII, kL and kD were chosen to match the bulk elastic
properties of GaAs. These simulations were performed with
a 128 atomic units×128 atomic units (au) matrix, and a height
of 30 au. A half monolayer of atoms was deposited and allowed
to interact with the buffer layer below, resulting in a three-
dimensional morphology.

The simulations qualitatively follow the experimental
observations for quantum dot formation. Figure 7 presents
the simulated morphology of the film growth as a function
of deposited thickness. At the smallest thicknesses (0.1 ML)
there are small nuclei on the inner perimeter, with a few
small nuclei away from the hole. At higher deposited
thickness, the nuclei away from the hole disappear and the
nuclei within the perimeter of the hole grow and eventually
protrude. It is difficult to determine whether quantum dot
growth is accurately observed experimentally because probing
the interior of holes of these size scales is hard to achieve with
the AFM. The AFM tips have a radius of curvature of 8 nm and
can only reliably image protruding dots. Experimentally, the
number of locations where quantum dot formation is observed
is consistently less than the number of holes observed for any
given dwell time (figure 2). The simulations suggest that
the holes at which no dots are observed are not necessarily
annihilated during the growth of the film; rather, the quantum
dots are completely within the holes and are thus undetectable
by AFM.

The KMC simulations also replicate experimentally
observed formation of quantum dots as a function of
growth temperature. A minimum of four runs at different
randomizations was used to achieve an average number of dots
nucleated per hole. The simulation shows that an increase in
the growth temperature from 750 to 850 K severely suppresses
the nucleation rate of quantum dots around the patterned hole
of 20 au in diameter, from an average of 6.0 ± 1.2 dots to
1.6 ± 0.6 dots (figure 8(a)). This is in reasonable agreement
with experimental results that show an average of 4.5 ± 1.2
dots at T = 510 ◦C (783 K) and 1.3 ± 0.6 dots at T = 530 ◦C
(803 K) for a dwell time of 1600 μs. Temperature is also
a reasonable predictor of whether a quantum dot nucleates
away from the patterned hole. At 750 K in the simulations,
an average of 2 dots nucleated away from the patterned area
and for experimentally grown samples at growth temperatures
below 510 ◦C, AFM reveals more nucleation of quantum dots
away from the holes (not shown).

A large distribution in the initial hole diameters, shown
as open symbols in figure 3(a), may contribute to the wide
distribution in the quantum dot size (closed symbols in
figure 3(a)) and multiple dot nucleation at a single hole site,

Figure 8. KMC simulation results for (a) varying temperature, (b)
varying diameter, (c) varying depth, (d) varying wall slope
(gradual = 23◦, abrupt = 74◦ with respect to the surface) of 0.5 ML
InAs deposited on GaAs. The number of dots is for an average of at
least 4 different randomizations. The width of the computational cell
is 128 au.

thus creating the wide PL peak observed in figure 5. From
figure 3 it is clear that the diameter and depth change as
a function of ion dose, but it is unclear which of these
factors influence the number of quantum dots that form.
Simulations give us the ability to change one parameter at
a time to investigate these effects independently. When the
hole diameter was doubled from 10 to 20 au as shown in
figure 8(b), the number of quantum dots that formed increased
only slightly, 2.1 ± 0.7 to 2.7 ± 0.9 dots, respectively. Instead,
simulations show that the driving force of the increasing
number of quantum dots per feature seems to be largely
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attributed to the depth and slope of the initial hole. Figure 8(c)
shows that doubling the depth increases the number of dots
nucleating per hole the dots from 2.7 ± 0.9 to 6.2 ± 1.6.
Similarly, figure 8(d) shows that when the slope of the hole
wall is gradual, 27◦ with respect to the surface, the dots only
nucleate away from the hole. But when the slope is very sharp,
74◦ with respect to the surface, there are many dots that form
within the hole (6.5 ± 0.9). These simulations indicate that the
depth and shape of the hole, and not necessarily the diameter,
determines the number of quantum dots nucleated.

4. Conclusions

In this work FIB-induced morphologies created self-assembled
quantum dots that were optically active. Variations of ion dose
and other growth parameters, such as thickness, temperature,
geometry of created holes, were examined both experimentally
with AFM and also utilizing a KMC simulation with elastic
contributions from the buffer layer. Size, fidelity, and the
number of dots were strongly influenced by the FIB-irradiated
dwell time. At low ion doses, holes are not always present,
but increasing the ion dose increases the fidelity and also
enlarges the holes. Multiple dots nucleate around a single hole
when the temperature is decreased and when the hole surface
area increases, i.e. when the hole diameter increases or depth
increases.
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